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JOIN TSH 
NETWORK //

Join a network that allows stylist to 

effortlessly manage their schedules, 

promote products and services to 

their clients at an affordable rate! The 

Style Hub Co. prides itself on being a 

platform that promotes its members 

by facilitating events such as expos, 

fashion shows and much more to 

assist in their continuous growth and 

success!

GET BOOKED 
BE TRENDY 

CREATE STYLE.
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EVENTS //

Social Media at times can 

never be enough! Which is 

why we thought it would be 

a great idea to host events 

for members to prompt 

their brand! Visit our events 

page for upcoming events 

and discounted rates for 

members!

NETWORK //

Our events aren't the only way 

to connect to potential clients, 

simply being a part of our 

network makes a great deal! 

Being searchable on The Style 

Hub Co. will allow for new found 

clientele, exposure and a trusted 

home-base for new and current 

clients to stay connected with 

you. We've also got a job board!

STORE //

Now-a-days stylists, 

designers and models are 

marketing themselves 

outside of their skill! Use 

the online store feature to 

sell your products and 

ensure your brand is more 

profitable!

SCHEDULING 
//

Scheduling services with your 

clients couldn't be anymore 

easier! Create your schedule 

from start to finish using our 

easy to learn scheduling 

system. Keep track of client 

appointments, never become 

over-booked and do what you

love!
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